SplashCode – A Board Game for Learning an Understanding of Algorithms in Middle School
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Abstract. Teaching computational thinking in K-12 as a 21st century skill is becoming increasingly important. Computational thinking describes a specific way of reasoning building on concepts and processes derived from algorithms and programming. One way to teach these concepts is games as an effective and efficient alternative. This article presents SplashCode, a low-cost board game to reinforce basic algorithms and programming concepts. The game was developed in a systematic way following an instructional design process, and applied and evaluated in a Brazilian public school with a total of 65 students (grade 5 to 9). First results indicate that the game can have a positive impact on motivation, learning experience, and students’ learning, as well as contribute positively to social interaction, relevance, and fun. Results of this study may assist in the selection of games as an instructional strategy and/or in the development of new games for teaching computational thinking.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, there is growing emphasis on the importance of computational thinking as a 21st century skill (Grover and Pea, 2013; Wing, 2006). Computational thinking denotes
the idea of developing a generic solution to a problem by decomposing it, identifying relevant variables and patterns, and deriving an algorithmic solution procedure (Wing, 2006). As such, computational thinking represents a cognitive ability to apply fundamental concepts and reasoning that derive from computer science in general and computer programming in particular to other domains, including real life activities (Wang, 2015). Correspondingly, computational thinking abilities specifically draw on processes such as algorithmic thinking, conditional logic, decomposition, abstraction, pattern matching, parallelization, evaluation, and generalization, thereby reflecting cognitive instantiations of concepts central to coding (Wing, 2006; Astrachan and Briggs, 2012).

Thus, fostering computational thinking early on in education seems a desirable prerequisite, preparing children for current and future demands of our knowledge societies. Diverse instructional strategies are adopted to teach computational thinking in K-12. And, although the most common strategy to teach computational thinking uses computerized activities focusing mainly on different types of programming tasks, often also unplugged activities (i.e., without the use of digital devices) are applied (Kalelioglu et al., 2016; Tsarava et al., 2018). Such activities involve the board or card games, or kinaesthetic activities that are used to represent and understand computational thinking concepts such as algorithms.

Unplugged activities, especially educational games are believed to result in a wide range of benefits, like increasing learning effectiveness, increasing interest, and motivation as well as a reduction of teaching time and instructor load (Garris et al., 2002; Gresse von Wangenheim and Shull, 2009). Games are expected to provide a fun and safe environment, where students can try alternatives and see the consequences, learning from their own mistakes and practical experiences (Pfahl et al., 2001). The unplugged approach is also an alternative to teach computational thinking in schools around the world that do not have a basic technology infrastructure (Unnikrishnan et al., 2016). Thus, educational games are supposed to be an effective and efficient instructional strategy for teaching and learning.

Besides a large number of digital games focusing on teaching computational thinking, as for example Lightbot (https://lightbot.com/flash.html) or Program your Robot (Kazimoglu et al., 2012), there exist also several non-digital games. These include card and board games on the educational level of K-12 aimed at learning basic concepts on algorithms and programming, besides diverse educational games used in higher education (Battistella and Gresse von Wangenheim, 2016b), as presented in Appendix A. In these games, players typically have to use action cards (representing movements, etc.) in order to command ("program") their token across a board in order to reach a goal.

Most of these games are designed for children from 4 to 12 years. They are typically played in small groups (2–4 players) in about one hour with few very quick games of about 15 minutes. Most games are available only in English, complicating their application in other countries. We also observed that most of the games are commercial games designed as family games. Consequently, considering the cost, their application in schools may be impossible requiring for example 10 games for a class of about 40 students. Few games are directly developed for a school context. Academic publications regarding such games, presenting in a systematic way how they were developed
and evaluated, are very scarce. Thus, for most of the games, no information on how the games have been developed and/or evaluated has been encountered. The few evaluations reported ((Tsarva et al., 2018) (Casarotto et al., 2018) (Singh et al., 2007)) were performed with participants differing from the main target audience, involving only higher education students, leaving the generalization of results to younger students (for which the games are primarily designed) questionable or at least not rigorously established (Gresse von Wangenheim and Shull, 2009; Connolly et al., 2012; All et al., 2016; Guzdial, 2008).

Thus, in order provide a low-budget alternative to reinforce the understanding of basic concepts on algorithms and programming in middle school we developed a board game, SplashCode. With the purpose to obtain a systematic understanding of the quality of such games, we also systematically evaluated the game through a case study adopting the evaluation model MEEGA+Kids (Gresse von Wangenheim et al., 2018), a customization of MEEGA+ (Petri et al., 2018), a prominent model for evaluating the quality of games in computing education widely used in practice.

2. Research Methodology

We performed an exploratory research using a multi-method research approach as illustrated in Fig. 1.

**Development of the educational game.** Following EnGAGED (Battistella and Gresse von Wangenheim, 2016a), a process for developing educational games based on the in-
structional design model ADDIE (Branch, 2009), we systematically developed the game SplashCode. First we analyzed the learners and the context, and defined the instructional goal and the performance objectives. Based on this analysis, we designed the game in form of a board game. Taking into consideration several restrictions in practice, we developed the game material. During development, we conducted several test game rounds to review the game mechanics and rules and to calibrate the duration of the game.

Application and evaluation of the educational game. The game was applied within a university outreach project of the initiative Computing in School/INCoD/INE/UFSC at a public school in Florianópolis/Brazil in 2018-2. We conducted an evaluation with the purpose to analyze, if the game SplashCode allows achieving the learning objectives and if, as an instructional strategy, it provides a good player experience and usability. To achieve this goal we evaluated the game through a case study using a one-shot post-test only research design, which allows in-depth research of an individual, group or event (Wohlin et al., 2012; Yin, 2017). The case study was systematically defined, planned, executed and analyzed following the process proposed by Wohlin et al. (2012) and Yin (2017). The case study begun with the application of the treatment (educational game SplashCode) and after the treatment data were collected. For evaluation, we use the MEEGA+KIDS model (Gresse von Wangenheim et al., 2018), a model for the evaluation of games for computing education in school. MEEGA+KIDS is a customization of the MEEGA+ model (Petri et al., 2018.), one of the most widely used models for the evaluation of educational games (Calderón and Ruiz, 2015). Following the MEEGA+ model, the quality of an educational game is decomposed into three quality factors (Fig. 2) and the corresponding analysis questions:

- AQ1. Does the game provide a positive player experience?
- AQ2. Is the game attractive and easy to play?
- AQ3. Does the game contribute to the students’ learning?

In this study, player experience is defined as a quality factor that covers a deep involvement of the student in the gaming task, including his/her perception of learning, feelings, pleasures, and interactions with the game, environment and other players (Savi et al., 2011; O’Brien and Toms, 2010; Wiebe et al., 2014; Sweetser and Wyeth, 2005; Fu et al., 2009; Tullis and Albert, 2008; Keller, 1987; Sindre and Moody, 2003). Usability is defined as the degree to which a product (educational game) can be used by specified users (students) to achieve specified goals with effectiveness and efficiency in a specific context of use (computing education), being composed of the following dimensions: aesthetics, learnability, operability, and accessibility (ISO/IEC, 2014; Davis, 1989; Mohamed and Jaafar, 2010). The quality factor learning is measured in relation to the first levels of the revised version of Bloom’s taxonomy (remembering, understanding and applying) (Anderson et al., 2001).

Data collection is operationalized by adopting the MEEGA+KIDS self-assessment questionnaire (Gresse von Wangenheim et al., 2018) answered by the students in order to collect data on their perceptions about the game on a Likert 5-point scale ranging from -2 (strongly disagree) to 2 (strongly agree). We also collected data through a brief post-test to measure learning. The collected data were analyzed in a descriptive way.
Fig. 2. Decomposition of the MEEGA+KIDS model and example of the questionnaire.
3. Board Game SplashCode

Following EnGAGED (Battistella, Gresse von Wangenheim, 2016a), we systematically developed the game SplashCode as an alternative unplugged activity for teaching computational thinking.

3.1. Context Analysis

**Learners:** The target audience for this game is secondary school students, aged between 8 and 14 years. Typically, most students at this age already have knowledge and skills in using computers and other devices accessing the internet, social networks, digital games, videos, and music. Students also know how to use electronic devices (cell phones, computers, tablets) from home and through traditional IT literacy classes in school. They typically spend considerable time online on their cell phones, especially on social networks and/or digital games. Regarding computing-related skills, specifically programming, some students already have an understanding of computer programs, but few know how to create one. Many play video games frequently, however, few have the custom of playing non-digital games. With respect to the literature they have a preference for the manga, comics and anime books.

**School environment:** The teaching of computing in K-12 is being introduced in schools as part of regular classes or extracurricular activities either by focusing explicitly on teaching computing or in a multidisciplinary way integrated into other disciplines. Yet, as computing is still not part of the basic curriculum in several countries, these instructional units covering computing often are limited to a short duration. Classes typically take place in computer labs with computers (or notebooks). These computer labs are used by teachers from other knowledge areas for digital assignments teaching IT literacy, such as editing texts, making presentations, blogs, etc. Even, though, schools usually can count on an educational/IT teacher supporting the use of computers in class, most schools do not have teachers specifically trained in computing. Classes have an average of 25–40 students. Specifically, in the context of public schools there are few resources available for the acquisition of didactic material.

**Curriculum:** According to the K-12 Computer Science Standards (CSTA, 2017), computing education in K-12 should address computational thinking, as part of core concepts and practices (Table 1).

This includes as part of computational thinking also the concept of algorithms and programming addressing topics such as algorithms, variables, control, modularity and program development. Students should also know what an algorithm and problem solving principles are and how they work.

The game is expected to be inserted into a class aimed at teaching basic concepts of algorithms and programming as an additional instructional method to expositive lectures. This class is an initial part of teaching computational thinking covered in classes later on also through practical programming activities using block-based programming environments such as Scratch, Snap! and/or App Inventor.
3.2. Design and Development of the Game

The game is being developed to be applied in an instructional unit aimed at teaching basic concepts of computation about algorithms and programming. The purpose of the game is to reinforce the understanding of basic concepts on algorithms and programming initially presented through a lecture. We choose to adopt a game in order to provide effective and efficient learning in an engaging way. Due to practical restrictions, the maximum duration of the game is 15 minutes. The game is designed as a board game for 3–6 players from 6 years up.

The goal of the game SplashCode is to demonstrate algorithm and programming concepts as part of computational thinking. After playing the game the students will be able to:

- Decompose the steps needed to solve a problem in a precise sequence of instructions.
- Recognize that an algorithm is a set of step-by-step instructions to complete tasks.

In the context of the game’s narrative, players need to bring their pet home by moving them through a forest (the board) before the rain starts. They move their animal by means of commands like move one forward, go back, turn right, jump, etc. Winner of the game is the player who first brings the animal home.

In order to enable a wide application in public schools, a low cost game (approx. US$2.50 for one set) has been designed in English and Brazilian Portuguese (Fig. 3). Observing the interest in mangas in this age group, Kawaii elements were chosen for the visual design of the game.¹

During game preparation, students form groups of 3–6 players. Each player chooses one of the animal tokens to be her/his character. Each player receives a programming board. At the beginning of the game, each player places their animal token in the respective field on the board. The pile of programming cards is placed in the middle of the participants. Each player receives 5 programming cards. Each player must “program” the next 3 steps on his/her programming board, placing one programming card in each space (Fig. 4).

---

¹ Images from freepik.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tokens (to be glued on plastic bottle caps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Tokens" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gameboard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Gameboard" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Gameboard" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Movement cards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Movement cards" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Move 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Move right</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programming board</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Programming board" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video explaining the game</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Video" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. SplashCode game material.

Fig. 4. Game SplashCode.
Starting with the youngest player, each player executes the next programming card from his programming board moving her/his animal token accordingly on the game board and discards the programming card. If a player collides with another animal token, tree, falls into a pool or collides with a side of the board, his/her movements are blocked, and the token remains in the same space on the game board. Turning clockwise, the other players also execute their next programming card, until all programming cards from the programming boards have been executed. Then, each player takes 3 new programming cards from the stack and programs again the next 3 programming commands on his/her programming board. These steps repeat until the game ends. The winner is the player who first gets his/her character to the “home” space of the board.

The complete game material is available in English and Brazilian Portuguese on the website of the initiative Computing in School/INCoD/INE/UFSC (https://bit.ly/2GSZhgS) under the Creative Commons license.

4. Application of the Game

The game SplashCode has been applied and evaluated and in the context of the outreach project Young Programming Tutors coordinated by the initiative Computing in School/INCoD/INE/UFSC with a total of 65 students at the public school Almirante Carvalhal in Florianópolis/Brazil as part of four 3-hours computing workshops in 2018 (Fig. 5).
Participants were students from middle school with exception of one 9-year-old (Fig. 6a). The majority of the students were boys (54%). Many play videogames frequently, but rarely board games (Fig. 6b.)

5. Results

The data collected in the case study were grouped into a single sample, using them cumulatively to analyze the quality of the game. Data grouping was possible due to the similarity of the research design of the applications and the standardization of data collection (Kish, 1984). In this respect, the applications were similar in terms of definition (aiming to evaluate the game in terms of player experience, usability and learning), research design (case study) and context (computing education in middle school). In addition, the measures (factors/quality dimension), method of data collection (MEEGA+KIDS questionnaire) and response format were standardized.

We present the data analysis for each of the analysis questions in the following sections.

5.1. Does the Game Provide a Positive Player Experience?

In general, the player’s experience was evaluated very positive (Fig. 7). The best evaluated dimensions are social interaction, satisfaction, fun and relevance. Students also indicated that the game gives them confidence that they are learning and that the game provides the satisfaction of moving forward through learning. The vast majority would recommend the game to their colleagues.

On the other hand, most students were not so much involved in the game that they lost the notion of time. Several also indicated that the game could be improved by creating more challenges, even being a quick game. In terms of relevance of the game to a specific course, a considerable amount of indifferent responses was given, which may be related to the fact that the game was applied in extracurricular workshops and not in the context of a specific course.
Fig. 7. Frequency and median distribution of items related to the player’s experience.
5.2. Is the Game Attractive and Easy to Play?

Regarding usability, the game was evaluated very positively (Fig. 8).

Most students found the game easy to play with clear, easy-to-understand rules. They also agreed that the design of the game material is attractive and accessible especially with regard to colors and typography.

5.3. Does the Game Contribute to the Students Learning?

In order to evaluate the learning, we applied a brief test with 3 questions to assess knowledge on algorithms (Fig. 9).

Two questions are related to content directly addressed by the game (Question 1 and Question 3). Question 1 has been answered correctly by the majority of the students (82%) as well as Question 3 (65%) (Fig. 10).

Question 2 that refers to content more indirectly addressed by the game has been answered correctly only by a small percentage of the students (34%).

These results, while being based on a small number of questions and a without comparative pre-test, can provide a first indication that the game helps to learn concepts related to algorithms.

These learning outcomes are also reflected by the students’ comments about their perception (Table 2). Several students reported that they learned about algorithms as well as the need to think and plan the steps as a way to play the game in order to win. Some have also recognized an understanding of how commands and, therefore, programs work. Very few students (6) indicated that they did not learn anything by playing the game.
Table 2

Answers to the question “What did you learn by playing this game?” with citation frequencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answer</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The way to play the game</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Think about what to do later</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithms</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How commands work</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nothing</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Several things</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I learned to pay attention to the movements of colleagues</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board games can be fun</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To not just walk forward</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everything</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I do not know</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In order to win, it is necessary to collaborate with others</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not informed</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.4. General Comments

As the main strengths of the game, students cited the aesthetics of the characters and the attractive design of the game (Table 3). Several students explicitly mentioned the use of Kawaii elements, confirming a design decision in accordance with their preferences with respect to manga books.

Most students did not indicate any need for improvement. Only one student considered the game material poor. However, several students expressed some frustration at having lost the game due to the bad luck they had in relation to the cards they received randomly limiting their ability to select commands.

6. Discussion

The results indicate a positive evaluation of the educational game. In particular, students enjoyed social interaction and had fun while learning with this complementary instruc-
tional method. We also noted that the students participated actively, enjoying the game as a pleasant learning experience. The game was perceived more as a playful activity and less as an instructional activity. While waiting for other groups to finish, several groups even started a second game session rather than doing other activities, such as checking their social networks. These results are in accordance with our goal to teach basic concepts on algorithms in a fun and engaging way. This strength of educational games has also identified by the few evaluations reported of this type of game (Tsarva et al., 2018; Casarotto et al., 2018; Singh et al., 2007).

Students felt confident during the game and perceived a satisfactory effect. Although most students indicated that they felt their achievements were due to learning, some also commented that the odds of winning the game are strongly influenced by the movement cards they receive randomly. Perhaps grouping and distributing the cards per type can minimize this negative impact, preventing a player to receive only cards of the same type of movement (e.g., 5 jump obstacle cards). Similar to Tsarva et al. (2018), we observed that the students felt competent and immersed during game play and perceived positive affect.

The students evaluated the usability of the game very positively. Especially the design was cited several times as the main strength of the game. Several students also mentioned the adoption of Kawaii elements. Based on these comments, strongly favoring the cute characters, we also inferred that the game’s narrative, helping the animals to cross the forest, was well accepted. This narrative focusing on a positive goal to help was chosen intentionally, rather than a destructive/combat narrative, such as, for example, used in the Flexicard game. The positive assessment of this type of narrative and the use of Kawaii characters has been observed even with a majority of boys participating. Thus, even being a narrative and design typically rather preferred by girls as a strategy to interest them in computing, it is also well accepted by boys. Different to other games that also adopt ludic game tokens such as wooden crab badges (Tsarva et al., 2018), the game material of SplashCode can be created using recycling materials, keeping the costs low. Different also to the majority of the games encountered being sold commercially, the complete game material of SplashCode is available online for free, in order to enable its widespread application in schools with few resources.

In order to facilitate the understanding of the game rules, we kept them as simple as possible. But, still, during the first application, we realized that the initial explanation of how to play the game using slides in a lecture style partially discouraged the students. Therefore, we created a video presenting the game in a playful way. In the following applications using the video, we observed that this not only reduced the time required for the explanation, but also left the students much more excited to play.

Very few students showed any dissatisfaction and/or reported the perception of negative emotions. Only one student considered the material poor, without further explanation.

And while limiting ourselves to a few test questions at the end of the game, we have identified a first indication that the game can help to reinforce the understanding of basic concepts on algorithms in the context of introducing computational thinking.
The students reported that they learned about algorithms recognizing the importance of the sequence of movements in order to win the game. In general, the evaluation of the game SplashCode has provided promising results in terms of player experience, usability, and learning, motivating a broader application of this game in computational thinking education activities in middle school. Being proposed as a quick complementary activity, it can be used in order to reinforce this content in a fun and engaging way.

**Threats to validity.** The design of the case study applied in this research may cause several threats to the validity of the results. One issue is the lack of a benchmark pre-testing the knowledge of the students before playing the game in order to allow to compare the results with the post-test. This is further exacerbated by the fact that there is no control group to compare the identified effects. However, in this study, we chose to perform a case study rather than an experiment in order to limit interruptions of the normal flow in class. In addition, the fact that the game has been applied with a small set of participants within the same school reduces the possibility of generalizing the results. Yet, considering the exploratory nature of our research, we consider the scientific rigor of a carefully defined case study acceptable. As part of future research we are planning to extend the evaluation of the game in other schools with a larger sample. Another possible threat is that aspects such as fun and satisfaction are difficult to measure and captured by subjective measures. To mitigate this risk, questionnaire items were systematically derived based on the MEEGA+ standardized measurement instrument that was evaluated in terms of validity and reliability on a large scale (Petri et al., 2017).

### 7. Conclusion

This article presents the development, application and evaluation of a low-cost board game aimed at reinforcing the understanding of basic concepts of algorithms as part of teaching computational thinking in middle school. The game is designed to be adopted quickly (about 15 minutes) in an instructional unit. Results of an application with a total of 65 students in a public school in Florianópolis/Brazil provide a first indication that the game can contribute to the learning of the understanding of algorithms. Students also assessed player experience and usability in a very positive way, showing that the game can be used for a fun, efficient and effective learning experience. Based on these positive results, we intend to broaden the adoption of the game. We also plan to continue the evaluation of the game on a larger scale in a broader variety of contexts in order to improve the generalizability of our results as well as by comparing effects with other instructional methods adopting experimental research designs.
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## Appendix A. Overview on board/card games for teaching computational thinking in K-12

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Short description</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Number of players</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Approx. cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bits &amp; Bytes</strong> <em>(<a href="http://www.bitsandbytes.cards">www.bitsandbytes.cards</a>)</em></td>
<td><img src="https://example.com/bitsandbytes.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>The goal of the game is for each player to guide their character (program) to their home planet, Ram, by issuing instructions (turn right, turn left, move forward, turn around). At the same time, they have to avoid walls, bugs and the dreaded CPU.</td>
<td>4–9</td>
<td>2–4</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>US$20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C-Jump</strong> <em>(c-jump.com)</em></td>
<td><img src="https://example.com/cjump.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Skiers and snowboarders line up at the start location and race along the ski trails. Spaces on the board show statements of programming language. First player to move all skiers past the finish line is the winner. Players calculate number of steps in the move, including addition, subtraction, division, and multiplication of small numbers. The game helps to develop understanding of a complete computer program, formed by logical sequences of commands.</td>
<td>11+</td>
<td>2–4</td>
<td>30 min</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>US$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coder Bunnyz</strong> <em>(<a href="http://www.coderbunnyz.com">http://www.coderbunnyz.com</a>)</em></td>
<td><img src="https://example.com/coderbunnyz.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Players program their robot bunny game token with their code cards to eat the carrot and reach the destination before the others do.</td>
<td>4+</td>
<td>1–4</td>
<td>10–20 min</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>US$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Code Island Monkey</strong> <em>(<a href="http://codemonkeyplanet.com">http://codemonkeyplanet.com</a>)</em></td>
<td><img src="https://example.com/codemonkey.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>As the wise leader of a tribe of monkeys, players have to guide three monkeys safely around the board into the banana grove. Therefore, players have to use concepts like conditional statements, looping, booleans, assignment operators etc. in order to move their monkeys, dodge quicksand traps, and score fruits along the way.</td>
<td>8+</td>
<td>2–4</td>
<td>45 min</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>US$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Code &amp; Go Mouse Mania</strong> <em>(<a href="https://www.learningresources.com/product/code--go-mouse-mania-board-game-2863.do">https://www.learningresources.com/product/code--go-mouse-mania-board-game-2863.do</a>)</em></td>
<td><img src="https://example.com/codemouse.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Players draw coding cards and compute their mice towards cheese wedges scattered across the board navigating their mice away from barriers and toward warp tunnels</td>
<td>5+</td>
<td>2–4</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>US$20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Image</td>
<td>Short description</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Number of players</td>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Approx. cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Codemaster – programming logic game</strong>&lt;br&gt;(<a href="https://www.thinkfun.com/products/code-master">https://www.thinkfun.com/products/code-master</a>)</td>
<td>🎲</td>
<td>Players have to use programming logic to help their avatar collect the crystals and land at the portal traveling to an exotic world. For all 60 levels, players will have to use a specific sequence of actions will lead them to success.</td>
<td>8+</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>US$20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coding Farmers</strong>&lt;br&gt;(codingfarmers.net)</td>
<td>🎲</td>
<td>Players use action cards like “move forward two spaces” expressed in regular English, and Java code, rolling a dice and maneuvering around obstacles.</td>
<td>7+</td>
<td>2–4</td>
<td>45–60 min</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>US$15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Crabs&amp; Turtles – Treasure hunt</strong>&lt;br&gt;(Tsarava et al., 2018)</td>
<td>🎲</td>
<td>Players have to manipulate colored game pieces representing turtles and crabs to figure out the most efficient way to collect treasures placed on the grid squares of the game board. To move a crab or turtle, players need to create effective sequences of commands on a sequence board, which represent specific coding concepts.</td>
<td>6+</td>
<td>teams of two</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>English, German, Greek</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Crabs&amp; Turtles – The Race</strong>&lt;br&gt;(Tsarava et al., 2018)</td>
<td>🎲</td>
<td>Players have to reach the end of the game board by solving and handling math related riddles and events. To do so, players have to manipulate constants and changing values of variables or make decisions based on conditionals.</td>
<td>6+</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>English, German, Greek</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FlexiCard</strong>&lt;br&gt;(<a href="http://www.computacional.com.br/index.php#FlexiCard">http://www.computacional.com.br/index.php#FlexiCard</a>)</td>
<td>🎲</td>
<td>Players move on a maze to solve a challenge, such as reaching for the star, catching a key and open the door, or knock down zombies and walk out the door, etc. using command cards, which are executed by a master player.</td>
<td>4+</td>
<td>2–4</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>Brazilian Portuguese</td>
<td>Grutitio (CC BY-NS-AS 4.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Logirunner</strong>&lt;br&gt;(Casarotto et al., 2018)</td>
<td>🎲</td>
<td>The game represents a race in which players pass movement instructions to their characters (runners) in order to complete objectives (checkpoints) in a world represented by a checkered board.</td>
<td>6+</td>
<td>2–4</td>
<td>35–65 min</td>
<td>Brazilian Portuguese</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Potato Pirates</strong>&lt;br&gt;(<a href="https://www.potatopirates.game">https://www.potatopirates.game</a>)</td>
<td>🎲</td>
<td>Players need to acquire all potato king cards or eliminate all other players. Therefore, they can roast, mash, or fry your opponents and sink their boats by using programming concepts such as functions, loops, and conditionals to fortify their attacks.</td>
<td>6+</td>
<td>3–6</td>
<td>20–40 min</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>US$30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Image</td>
<td>Short description</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Number of players</td>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Approx. cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Robot Turtles</strong></td>
<td><img src="https://www.thinkfun.com/robot-turtles" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Players dictate the movements of their robot turtle tokens on a game board by playing code cards (forward, left and right). When a player’s robot turtle reaches a jewel, they win. If they make a mistake, they can use a bug card to undo a move. The game has many levels so, as the players advance, they will encounter obstacles like ice walls and use more complex code cards.</td>
<td>4+</td>
<td>2–5</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>US$25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Robo Rally</strong></td>
<td><img src="https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RoboRally" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Players control their robot token with game cards, which reveal directions on how the robots can move through the Robo Rally automobile factory. Players face obstacles like industrial lasers, gaping pits, and moving conveyer belts. In order to win the game, players need to be the first to reach each of the checkpoints in numerical order.</td>
<td>12+</td>
<td>2–8</td>
<td>45–120 min</td>
<td>English, French, German, Dutch</td>
<td>US$30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Robot Wars</strong></td>
<td><img src="https://www.thinkfun.com/robot-turtles" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Players get to shoot other players’ robots in a war scenario. Commands for bots are written in Java, but readable as simple English. The first player to reach the middle grid of the board wins.</td>
<td>7+</td>
<td>2–4</td>
<td>40 – 60 min</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>US$20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>